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drugfacts: synthetic cannabinoids (k2/spice) | national ... - what are synthetic cannabinoids? synthetic
cannabinoids are human-made mind-altering chemicals that are either sprayed on dried, shredded plant
material so they can be smoked or sold as liquids to be vaporized and inhaled in e-cigarettes and other
devices. these products are also known as herbal or liquid incense. what is spice / k2? get the facts on
synthetic marijuana ... - synthetic marijuana, on the other hand, is coated with synthetic cannabinoids – a
family of over 700 research chemicals. in other words, synthetic marijuana / k2 / spice is completely different
than natural marijuana. in 2008, the scientific and law enforcement communities began to study what was
actually contained in synthetic cannabis mixtures. s.p.i.c.e. - teacher oz - theme 1: development and
transformation of social structures –gender roles and relations –family and kinship –racial and ethnic
constructions –social and economic classes – •world history requires analysis of the processes through which
social categories, roles and practices were created, maintained and transformed. •relationships among human
beings. 5.6.3. spice model - university of colorado boulder - 5.6.3. spice model the spice model of a
bipolar transistor includes a variety of parasitic circuit elements and some process related parameters in
addition to the elements previously discussed in this chapter. spice-simulation using ltspice iv - reverse
engineering - around the „spice kernel“ lot of people have programmed shells and programs for simple and
intuitive usage and so you can find lot of software offers on the market. most of the available programs are
excellent, but huge and expensive and so we have to say „thank you“ to linear technologies. they offer a free
full spice-program introduction to modeling mosfets in spice - rit - people - introduction to modeling
mosfets in spice page 16 rochester institute of technology microelectronic engineering ltspice mosfet
attributes mosfets are four terminal devices (drain, gate, source and substrate). l and w are channel length
and width in meters, ad and spice ‘quick’ reference sheet the general anatomy of a ... - spice quick
reference sheet v1.0 the general anatomy of a spice deck spice input file, called source file, consists of three
parts. first, data statements describe the components and the interconnections. then, control statements tell
spice what type of analysis to perform on the circuit. finally, output statements specify what broadband
spice model generator - university of illinois - broadband spice model generator 1 broadband spice model
generator 13 default: unchecked input file name enables you to select your input file. this can be done by
typing the path and filename, or by selecting the browse button. output dialog this dialog enables you to select
the type of models that are generated by the broadband spice model ... beginner’s guide to ltspice university of toronto - on how to create one with a spice command. first, create two inductors l1 and l2 to be
the two windings. press ‘t’ to get the “enter text” dialog and check the “spice directive” box. in the box, type
in k1 l1 l2 k, where k is the coefficient of coupling. normally use ‘1’ for k in case of a toroid or power
transformer. spice – international standard for software process assessment - spice is a major
international initiative to support the development of an international standard for software process
assessment. the project has three principal goals [sqi 2004]: • to develop a working draft for a standard for
software process assessment • to conduct industry trials of the emerging standard spice it up - move!
weight management program home - the type of spice or herb, type of recipe, and preference. • when
doubling a recipe, do not double spices and herbs only increase by 1½ times. always taste and adjust by
preference. there are many, many varieties of spices and herbs. begin to experiment and find new flavors.
spice - cal poly pomona - 220-spice-notes.tex page 3 the circuit description a circuit description in spice,
which is frequently called a netlist, consists of a statement deﬁning each circuit element. connections are
described by naming nodes. pspice reference guide - penn engineering - basic spice polynomial
expressions (poly) 136 basic controlled source properties 136 implementation examples 137 current-controlled
current source 139 current-controlled voltage source 139 basic spice polynomial expressions (poly) 139
independent current source & stimulus 140 independent voltage source & stimulus 140 brief introduction to
hspice simulation - mit - brief introduction to hspice simulation wojciech giziewicz 1 introduction this
document is based on one written by ihsan djomehri, spring 1999. originally developed at berkeley in the late
60s and early 70s, spice has evolved into one of the tools of choice for circuit simulation. spice reads in a list of
circuit nodes and the elements between ... spice model parameters for rit mosfet’s dr. lynn fuller - spice
level-1 parameters for mosfet (cont.) 4. gamma bulk threshold parameter (do not use, let spice calculate from
uo,cox’) gamma = [2q εrsi εo nsub/c’ox 2]1/2 where εsi εo = (11.7)(8.85e-12) and q = 1.6e-19 5. phi is the
semiconductor potential, intrinsic level to fermi level difference in volts (do not use, let spice calculate from
nsub) automotive spice® process assessment model - the automotive spice® process reference model
(prm) is used in conjunction with the automotive spice® process assessment model (pam) when performing an
assessment. the automotive spice® process reference model (prm), which is defined in a separate document,
is derived from annex f and h of iso/iec 12207 amd1: 2002 and iso/iec 12207 amd2: 2004. diode spice model
dc equivalent circuit used for spice ... - lecture #15 (9/26/01) diode spice model ideality factor accounts
for generation- recombination in the depletion region of the diode ( ignored in our derivation for id) usual range
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for n is 0.5 - 1 rs is the series resistance of the quasineutral p and n regions plus the ohmic contacts spice:
semantic propositional image caption evaluation - spice: semantic propositional image caption
evaluation 3 important component of human caption evaluation. that is, given an image with the caption ‘a
young girl standing on top of a tennis court’, we expect that a automotive spice v3.1 pocket guide kugler maag - automotive spice ® at a glance 4 automotive spice ® is a standard used as a framework for
improving and evaluating processes. it applies to the development of mechatronic systems focusing on the
software and system parts of the product. chapter 9 ac sweep and signal analysis - classe.uw - the spice
method is typically used to calculate the nodal vector difference in comparing adjacent nodes in a circuit. it is
used to find phase or magnitude across a capacitor, inductor, or semiconductor device. use the star-hspice
method to calculate an interstage gain in a circuit (such as pspice - walter scott, jr. college of
engineering - berkeley. spice is widely used industry and a new bsee graduate is expected to be familiar with
the program. pspice is one of the many commercial spice derivatives, and has been developed by microsim
corporation. pspice is a version of the original simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis program
that have been adapted for pc. a comparative analysis of cmmi and automotive spice - itq - known as
automotive spice or aspice) using the framework established by iso/iec 15504; these artifacts were published
in august 2005. because some of the organizations in this industry sector already have cmmi-based process
improvement programs in place there is a need to have an understanding of how the two approaches spice
and herb substitutions - spice cabinet that you can look to if you come across one of these situations.
allspice a blend of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg (or mace), is the best option or any one of them individually
will work. kit kit38050 / ps38050 38050 - modafabrics - spice it up jo morton september delivery ab f8 jr lc
mc pp ps kit •40 prints •100% premium cotton 60 38054 14 * 38052 24 38050 14 38055 14 * 38056 14 *
38058 21 38053 16 38058 16 * 38055 16 * 38056 16 * 38057 16 * 38058 11 38053 11 38056 11 38050 12
spice conversions - allied kenco sales - spice conversions page 1 of 2 26 lyerly st. houston, tx 77022
713-691-2935 800-356-5189 fax: 713-691-3250 for more recipes and information call us, come by or visit us
on our web site. alliedkenco many recipes call for spices to be measured in ounces. pspice tutorial - hkn
umn - editing spice models: for the purpose of this example, the default settings were used for mosfets.
however you have the option of changing various parameters of the mosfets. to change the model, right click
“edit pspice model”. this will bring up another program, “pspice model editor”. drug facts sheet k2 or spice
- drug facts sheet k2 or spice overview k2 or “spice” is a mixture of herbs and spices that is typically sprayed
with a synthetic compound chemically similar to thc, the psychoactive ingredients in marijuana. the chemical
compounds typically include hu-210, hu-211, jwh-018, and jwh-073. k2 is commonly purchased in head shops,
tobacco epicentre spice guide - the epicentre herbs and spices - spice description ajwain seeds are used
as a spice. the grayish-green seeds are striped and curved (similar to cumin or caraway seeds in appearance),
often with a ﬁne silk stalk attached. they are usually sold whole. the seeds are often chewed on their own for
medicinal value, tasting bitingly hot and bitter, leaving the tongue numb for a while. spice device models
and design simulation examples using ... - appendix b spice device models and design simulation
examples using pspice and multisim introduction this appendix is concerned with the very important topic of
using ... arest spice harvest spice - mediaterra - • take a moment to inhale the aroma of harvest spice for
an uplifting fall scent. directions for use diffusion: use three to four drops in the diffuser of your choice. topical
use: dilute one to two drops with a carrier oil then apply to desired area. see additional precautions below.
cautions possible skin sensitivity. keep out of reach of ... spice inventory - kalyn brooke - spice inventory a
allspice {ground} allspice {whole} anise seed apple pie spice b basil leaves bay leaves black pepper black
peppercorns c caraway seed celery flakes celery salt celery seed chili powder chives cilantro leaves cinnamon
cinnamon sticks cinnamon sugar spice kit menu card-1 copy - five spice chicken naturally-raised chicken
marinated in our blend of spices and grilled free range beef local, grass-fed beef, marinated kalbi-style, braised
for 24 hours and grilled roasted pork naturally-raised pork marinated in lemongrass, kaffir lime, and spices
organic tofu organic tofu braised in soy sauce and aromatic spices add-ons hspice - stanford university hspice is an analog circuit simulator (similar to berkeley's spice-3) capable of performing transient, steady
state, and frequency domain analyses. existing spice decks created for spice-3 can be easily modified to run
under hspice, or can be rewritten to take advantage of features not available in spice-3. automotive spice
process reference model - itq - automotive spice process reference model (prm) then the relevant process
should be included from the iso/iec 15504 exemplar process assessment model. the manufacturers will
however focus on the set of process defined within the automotive spice prm when performing supplier
capability assessments. 1.2 purpose pspice freqency response - gary tuttle's isu web site - the plot if the
simulation runs successfully, a plot window will open. initially, it may be hidden behind the drawing window –
click the ﬂashing icon in the tray at the bottom to bring the plot to the pulse and exponential waveforms
in pspice - pulse and exponential waveforms in pspice in this tutorial, we will describe the use of the pulse
and exponential waveforms as voltage sources in pspice. in previous tutorials we have described the dc
voltage source, vdc, and the sinusoidal voltage source, vsin. in each case we will want to observe voltages
and/or currents as a function of time. using texas instruments spice models in pspice - ti - using texas
instruments spice models in pspice 3 the product folder conveniently places all documentation related to the
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part in one place. click on the device product folder for the desired device. when the product folder comes up,
the spice models are found in the lower left hand side of the product folder in the technical documentation
ltspice guide - university of minnesota - ltspice guidec page 3 of 13 11/13/2010 14. on the menu bar,
open the edit menu and look at the keyboard shortcuts for common functions. this will save you time. 15. run
the simulation. this is a dc circuit and we are interested in the steady state voltages and currents. in spice
language this is a “dc operating point” or “op pnt ... pspice a brief primer - penn engineering - spice is a
powerful general purpose analog and mixed-mode circuit simulator that is used to verify circuit designs and to
predict the circuit behavior. this is of particular importance for integrated circuits. it was for this reason that
spice was originally developed at the personal protective equipment (ppe) competency validation - nc
spice; 9-2016 2 standard precautions & transmission based precautions competent yes no 23. staff correctly
identifies the appropriate ppe for the following scenarios: a. standard precautions (ppe to be worn based on
anticipated level of exposure)* b. contact/contact enteric precautions (gown & gloves) spice it up - move!
weight management program home - n27 move nutrition handouts • n27 version 5.0 page 1 of 4 spice it
up herbs and spices can be used to add extra flavor to food without adding salt or calories. get started and
spice it up! whap! spice themes - bingham's place - home - whap! spice themes . these are the
overarching themes we use to breakdown (analyze) the human story. subordinate to these are units of
analysis, (38 are shown below) these may be used to define document groups; similarities and differences; or
continuities and changes over time. brief spice tutorial - utah ece - brief spice tutorial ece 3110, university
of utah, fall 2002 by now, you have used spice in at least one other class. as a result, some familiarity is
assumed. this tutorial will focus on the usage of input files for netlists. some students may have experience
using only the schematic capture version of pspice, but this pspice tutorial: mosfets - iowa state
university - pspice tutorial: mosfets! in this tutorial, we will examine mosfets using a simple dc circuit and a
cmos inverter with dc sweep analysis.! this tutorial is written with the assumption that you know how to do all
of the basic things in a power mosfet spice model with built-in model generator - 28 high frequency
electronics spice modeling a power mosfet spice model with built-in model generator by andre adrian
introduction the electronic circuit simulator spice has built-in mosfet models.
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